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Procemex is a leading supplier of high-performance vision systems to paper, pulp and print industry world-

wide. The integrated vision system ensures that the efficiency of the customer’s paper production line remains 

high, and the quality of the product is documented in the defect map that entails every square millimeter of the 

produced web that may be 10 meters wide and run more than 100 km per hour. As the utilization rate of a 

paper machine depends heavily on the frequency of web breaks that inevitably occur every now and then – 

typically every day – it is critical to minimize the downtime to maximize profits. Web breaks and their root 

causes are investigated from the break recordings made by the web monitoring system, using event analysis 

tools and synchronized cameras. Machine learning (ML) can automate the web monitoring even further. ML 

solutions are essentially data-driven and provide broader potential for adaptation to new settings compared to 

traditional computer vision solutions.  

We apply machine learning in several subtasks to assist the paper machine operator in detecting the process 

disturbances from the fast-moving image and video streams. In particular, ML plays a central role in detecting 

the machine parts and other regions of the images that should be closely monitored, classifying objects in 

varying illumination conditions and varying view angles, and detecting harmful events and anomalies within 

the video streams disturbed by a diverse mix of environmental events that are typically not harmful. 

This presentation describes the ongoing work and the latest achievements in making the camera-based process 

monitoring system even more automatic and autonomous, assisting the production staff in understanding and 

preventing web breaks, and potentially resulting in considerable savings through the improved utilization rate 

of the paper machine. 

 


